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Chapter VIII
On 30 September 2014 the Blake Society Trustees had a Committee meeting: the first one during the
most crucial months of the Cottage appeal, throughout which, as we have seen in previous chapters,
the Chair and supposed leader of the campaign, Mr Tim Heath, had been prominently absent for six
whole weeks.
We have also seen that in that meeting we would discuss the way in which Mr Heath and
fellow Trustee Ms Paige Morgan had hijacked the campaign, and how Mr Henry Eliot had jumped in
Ms Morgan’s defence. Both Ms Morgan and Mr Eliot were conspicuously absent in that meeting.
The Chair succeeded in leaving the Cottage as the last item in the agenda. I talked. I said,
broadly, what had happened (still sparing Mr Heath the shame of revealing his personal relationship
with Ms Morgan). I also informed them that I was resigning from my post as Secretary and leaving the
Cottage appeal, and that I would tell my contacts why I was doing so, but would still honour my
commitment, if the Committee agreed, to go ahead with the Tyger event that was taking place the
following Saturday, and with the “War is Energy Enslav’d” (note the irony) event for the annual lecture.
I was carrying with me the printed correspondence that was the evidence of Mr Heath’s appalling
behaviour, but I wasn’t allowed to read from it or go into any detail, since Mr Heath stopped me saying
that the Cottage “was not a Blake Society matter”. Incredibly, the rest of the Committee didn’t object
to that.
They were, in fact, very quiet. Some of them would tell me later that they were in awe at the
composure with which I spoke. The Treasurer Mr Luis Garrido told me on the phone that just because
of that, he and his wife, Mrs Carol Garrido, were convinced that I was telling the truth.
To be fair to Mr Garrido, he was the only one who did say something, trying to find a solution.
He reminded me of the time, not long before, when he himself had wanted to resign because he
couldn’t cope any more with Mr Heath’s bullying. He reminded me that on that occasion I had
reminded him of Mr Heath’s good qualities, of the importance of forgiveness, and had advised him to
talk again with him. (Indeed I had also told Mr Heath about Mr Garrido’s grievances, and a grave
situation was defused and resulted in much better communication between them.) I told Mr Garrido
that I still considered Mr Heath had those good qualities I had mentioned, yet he had behaved wrongly
now in ways that could not be condoned. I told him that of course Mr Heath was forgiven, he was
always forgiven, but again, what he was doing was unethical and unacceptable.
Mr Garrido also said that he agreed with me: that throughout his years in the Society he had
often been frustrated at the way Ms Morgan seemed to be able to get away with things, to be privy
to information that no one else had, and he said that he felt she had “a special relationship” with Mr
Heath (this before I let the whole Committee know just how special that relationship was.)
And what did Mr Heath do? He seemed to be totally impervious to what was being discussed,
as if it had nothing whatsoever to do with him. (After the meeting Mr Vinall described him to his wife,
Christina, most accurately, as “Teflon Tim”.) Most extraordinary is the fact that Mr Heath didn’t
respond directly to any of the points I was raising. Not a single one. He obviously didn’t feel he owed
to the Committee any explanation, not even the effort to try to clarify things. He simply ignored what
was being said and, disturbingly, responded to all of it with something that was entirely unrelated
(Mrs Vinall would notice that herself; she’d later comment to me about “all that nonsense”). Because
he kept on deviating the conversation to other matters, I told him, repeatedly, calmly, to stop trying
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to manipulate things, that it wasn’t working anymore. He just smiled and tried again. The only time
that he acknowledged the fact that Ms Morgan was being mentioned at all was to say that she “had
set up the Just Giving page” (a minor effort that had any way been collective, as seen in previous
chapters, and though months later we would find out that what she had done, she had done wrong
and some donations were not coming through). Apart from that, he didn’t even bother to explain to
the Committee what was Ms Morgan doing in the appeal in the first place, or to even deny that he
had done what I was saying.
Since I was not yielding, he tried to deflect attention by saying that I overwhelmed him with
loads of emails and phone calls. I responded that all those emails and phone calls were because the
Chair of the Blake Society and one of the two persons in the Committee responsible for the Cottage
campaign had been steadily refusing to communicate with the Secretary, who happened to be the
other person in charge of the campaign, during the weeks, then days, prior to the supposed launch of
the crowdfunding appeal (that hadn’t been met), and had been in fact bullying her. I repeated that I
was carrying all those emails he was accusing me of with me as evidence of what I was saying.
He tried yet another tactic, quite out of place in a Board of Trustees. He said: “But Adriana, I
care for you! I take to cafés!”. To which I answered that I was not asking him to care for me; that I was
asking him to respect my work. So he simply ended by calling off the meeting, saying it was late and
repeating that the Cottage wasn’t a Blake Society matter, and even had the nerve to ask me to “do
the honourable thing” – if I was leaving, not to talk to my contacts.
The other Trustees asked me to reconsider but I said my decision had been made.
One thing I realized in that meeting was that I had been completely misguided in having been
worried about Mr Heath, thinking that his appalling behaviour might be a sign of some self-destructive
breakdown. I realized that he didn’t realize that what he was doing was destructive in any way; that
he was simply irresponsible and callous, and affected by a disturbing lack of empathy.
I felt very peaceful as I went back home. My peace though wouldn’t last long. I still had to
specify the steps to be taken towards my leaving the Society and the Cottage appeal, and how should
we secure that the latter would be left in good hands – that is to say, all the issues that we should
have discussed at the meeting, but Mr Heath had not allowed to examine.
I therefore wrote to Mr Heath, with copy to Mr and Mrs Vinall:
Dear Tim,
Please find attached my proposal to sort out problems with the Cottage campaign (a revised version of the
one that Henry mentioned to you).
I'd like to point out that

• What I mention regarding Paige's work on the webpage is documented by my emails generously
making her ideas feel welcome (namely the context for the dissenting tradition), in spite of her
sending an inchoate text using documents of internal circulation I had sent
her to help her understand the project instead of those with the contents we wanted to make
public. I have also all the drafts, including that of the finished work I sent to you and that's what
finally appeared on the webpage, to which only a notion about "poets doing things" was added.
There is no point in changing the page now to refute what I'm saying, since I printed it.
• If you'd like me to be more explicit about what my proposal mentions regarding Paige's work for
the Journal and the BS please ask me, I will be most happy to give you, or anyone who may
have doubts, relevant details.
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• Every single step of the way I was left out of the campaign and your handing it over to Paige is
documented.
• I did all that was humanly possible to do in order to avoid us reaching this unfortunate state of
affairs. I repeatedly asked you to stop what you were doing, to give me information, to discuss
with me what could be done now, and even mentioned I was still willing to work both with you
and Paige if the two of you committed yourselves toreturning to honest and transparent
collective work. I made a last attempt yesterday at 1.00 pm, as I still wanted to avoid
exposure of this at our Committee meeting and beyond. All of this is documented, so please
refrain from blaming me of any damage done to the campaign.
• I will not engage with Paige in any kind of communications whatsoever.
Please let me know as soon as possible what you have to say about my proposal or if you think you have
any better ideas.

This email included the proposal of a solution that I had already sent to the Vinalls and Mr Eliot
mentioned in Chapter VII. It can be found in the Documents section in this webpage:
The respect and admiration that the Trustees of the Blake Society had for me became manifest
after that meeting. I had a phone call with Mr Garrido which I have mentioned before; in it he said
that what Mr Heath and Ms Morgan were doing was “a sin”; he offered to help find some
reconciliation and praised me unequivocally, making clear that the praise came also from his wife,
Mrs. Carol Garrido. Since as soon as I started speaking up and contacted the Charity Commission the
entire Committee (some of them have fled the scene now and are no longer Trustees) turned against
me and there is evidence that I am being slandered now, I am including here some correspondence
that shows what they really thought, despite their lack of guts to say so to the whole Committee rather
than privately to me, and their respect and trust for me.
The following email is from Mr Rod Tweedy, no longer in the Committee, and who would
succeed me for a year as Secretary:
I just wanted to say well done for getting through all that last night. I know how difficult it was, and I thought
you articulated your concerns and upset with enormous dignity and composure. Those protective angels
seemed to have done a really good job!
You also I thought communicated very well how distressing all this has been. And I thought that Luis made
some very touching and remarkable comments (I had no idea he had also considered resigning last
year). What was also moving was, I thought, the great affection and respect that everyone on the
Committee clearly has towards you - how nobody wants you to leave. I know this business has been
wretched, and that certain people have been culpable and caused immense distress, but I do wonder
whether Luis's suggestion of waiting a couple of weeks before making any final decision might be
something worth considering. He's obviously been in something of a similar situation himself, and was
clearly grateful for your advice at the time. I absolutely don't want you to do anything that you feel is wrong,
and I recognise that the principles involved here, but I thought his suggestion was at least worth
considering and I wanted to say this, both because of my enormous regard for you and for your work and
how diminished the society will be without you.
Sorry- that sounds almost like inadvertent pressure. I don't mean that [ . . . ]
Whatever course you take, you know I am with you. And I do hope that the event on Saturday goes well as Luis also said, a sort of miracle you made happen! I think it will be a wonderful day - for the children, for
the society, and perhaps for the tygers in all of us! Who can contain that Energy?!
Love always,
Rod

I responded to Mr Tweedy:
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I am truly grateful for your moving and generous email that comes as great comfort to me. Yes, the
boddhisattvas were definitely there, I would have not been able to go through it like that otherwise. I even
had the good spirit to laugh on the bus back home remembering some of the amazing things Tim said
(such as that he cared for me because he invited me to cafés!....).
And I am immensely grateful for your suggestion that I consider my decision for a bit longer,
because I know that it is not easy for you knowing how hard this is for me, and it reveals both your
appreciation of my work for the Society and your thoughtful, wise self that has brought so much to it
as well.
Luis made touching remarks indeed, I am very grateful. I did defuse disaster last year. He had a point - it
can be hard to work with Tim, he can just close up. But I believed him mistaken in his criticism of him,
so I told him of the Tim I know: essentially, a very good man, who has given so much to all of us who love
Blake.
But I cannot stay. There are many layers of complexity behind my decision. The main one is ethical. I am
really very scared of our public responsibility, saddened beyond words at how the campaign has been
splattered with mud, and I do believe that people behaving unethically once can do it again. It would be bad
enough if I were the only one affected, but the fact is there is so much more people to think of now. And
money. And good will, which is what makes me saddest of all. It would be irresponsible of me to just walk
away and wash my hands of it.
Obviously, leaving the campaign, making my concerns public if Tim does not accept my proposal, and
remaining Secretary of the BS would be an extremely ridiculous situation.
There is also the respect that I believe my hard work and loyalty towards the Society deserve. To be
treated like this by its Chairman, regardless any story between us, cannot be condoned, no one would
endure it. He managed to stop me from going into the details of the past few days, but I can assure you
that it was all as irrational as it was vicious.
And then there is me, my well being. I have forgiven many things to Tim, […] I won't blame him, human
conflicts are complex and as they say, it takes two to tango. He has had his share of pain too in this
story. I had decided to leave next year simply to spare us both more pain, to part still preserving dignity and
care for each other (cafés included), and after having created something beautiful to offer to others -- ie,
the Cottage, and work for the Society. I truly believed that in thus going beyond our little personal stories
we could transcend them and make all the pain worth while.
After what he has done to me now, and to our work, I have no other choice than leaving. Perhaps deep
inside that's what he wanted. In any case, as I told him yesterday, it is about time that he, a man of 59,
becomes responsible for the consequences of his actions.
What I said to Luis is true: I am furious, and brokenhearted, but Tim is forgiven. And Paige is forgiven too.
It's just human life and human stupidity. But there are things that one can simply not endure, must not
endure.
[. . . ] And thank you so much for your good wishes for Saturday. I am quite excited, those children were
beautiful and indeed you could tell, ferocious too.
From all this mess I rescue some jewels, and one of them is your support, your kindness and friendship.
We will keep in touch of course and will also, I hope, manage to cleanse up some of that enslav'd energy in
November, even if by then I am clandestine.

I also wrote to Mr George Fort, who had been very kind to me as we left the meeting, and had
given me words of comfort in an exchange of correspondence the day before.
I just wanted to thank you for your presence last Tuesday. After our emails the night before I felt I had
support from you and it really helped. So thank you for the serene presence and the words of comfort, truly
appreciated.

He responded:
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I really felt like I wanted to speak out during the meeting in support of you, but at the same time felt like it
wasn't my place, as I'm new on the scene and because it was between you and Tim.
But I'm really touched that you emailed and if I helped at all then I'm really happy about that. I think you're
an amazing person Adriana, and I'm really sad I wont see you at the meetings. But I hope we can stay in
touch and maintain our friendship!

Dr Josie McQuail, who has had problems too with Ms Morgan in the Committee, wrote to me:
Dear Adriana,
OK, I am very sorry Adriana; I will be in England from Dec. 15-May 15 (London) very near S. Molton.
If you’d like to meet and talk I would be glad to. I very much sympathize with you; I just want you to
know that.
Josie
Mr Heath meanwhile not only didn’t seem to have taken anything on board, but to be bent
on discrediting me before the Committee and continuing the bullying. On 5 October he wrote to me,
with copy to Committee:
Dear Adriana,
I believe that the wise suggestion made by Luis at the Meeting last Tuesday is supported by the whole
Committee - namely that you take a break from your Blakean duties for a fortnight to reconsider your
position. Any responsibilities of the Secretary can safely remain unattended for this period.
The ambition to put Blake's two remaining homes into trust goes back 21 years to a meeting I had with
George Goyder and Peter Parker. To succeed in such a plan requires thecoordination of a vast number of
different interests - local government, grant giving trusts, lawyers, the present owners, accountants,
philanthropists, planning authorities, local groups, individual donors, tv companies, journalists, internet
technology ... The skill is to bring all these vested interests together while keeping the Blakean vision
intact.
You believe that I am not considering your views - yet in the month of September alone, I received over a
hundred emails from you, many of which were long & detailed, and accompanying each email was a host
of texts, voice mails, and phone calls to my mobile and landlines, often at inappropriate hours - your views
are heard and considered.
The minutes of the Committee Meeting of the 5 March 2014 states:
"Tim informed the Committee that he had successfully negotiated an option to buy Blake’s cottage at Felpham for
£520,000 and was now investigating the possibility of raising the necessary funds. This would need to be done by a
separate body formed for that purpose, but it should work closely with the Society. Adriana and Henry offered to
assist Tim with his campaign."
To threaten to write to supporters saying that the "campaign is being handled in an unethical and irresponsible
manner" and that "it does not honour the principles with which it was started" is not to
assist the campaign.
Your view of Blake is not the only one. There are as many deeply held interpretations of Blake's vision as
there are members of the Blake community. To achieve the goal of putting the Cottage or the House into
trust requires the goodwill and cooperation of all these people.
So I hope you will take a break and then return to the Society with the passion we all admire, yet struggle at
times to focus.
It was curious that he was mentioning a person, now deceased, whose legacy gave birth to the Trust
I had contacted earlier on and had a potential interest in being a donor, and that he had decided to treat in a
rather offhand manner. I responded to him, with copy to Committee:
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At our meeting you stopped me from going into detail over what is really happening here
arguing that the campaign would be done by a separate body, not the Blake Society. Yet you
know that the unethical and irresponsible behaviour I mention is very real, and documented.
Few people are more aware of, and manifest their admiration and respect for, your work of over 20 years in
order to preserve Blake's houses and celebrate his legacy, as I do.
As for the Committee the way it stands now, since 2011 I have been the one urging you to
involve the Society in these projects, offering and giving help, and the present campaign for the Cottage
was started between you and me in 2013.
You know very well how this campaign developed, how much of its contents, and most of all the ideals and
purpose of it, owes to me and how much of it we created together because we shared those ideals. You
relied on me when Henry stepped back, I sustained much of it during your retreat, and we both were
publicly responsible for it, because we both cared for it and there was a noble purpose behind it.
When you asked Paige to come in, I welcomed her and worked with her transparently and with good will.
Then all our work agreements were broken, work was procrastinated and as soon as you returned from
your retreat the bullying started, the reason behind it being that you were expelling me from the campaign
in order to hand over all our work to Paige, with whom you were already working in secrecy and withholding
from me the most basic information and essential decisions.
You have behaved in the most irrational manner, have treated me and my work with a lack of
respect that no one would expect from the Blake Society, and we both know well why you have done it.
You already mentioned in the meeting all my emails and phone calls. They are precisely from the month in
which the Blake Society's Chairman refused to answer the telephone or work emails to the Secretary, and
to the person who had so far been in charge of the campaign with him. It is the month in which you
repeatedly hung up the phone on me, dismissing my genuine anger and concern as symptoms of my being
under distress for other reasons --rule number one in bullying, particularly against women. It is the month in
which the campaign was completely snatched away from me, leaving me with not a bit of information of
what was going on and unable to respond to my contacts about it.
I took to the meeting all the correspondence you mention, printed. I told you it was up to you if you
wanted the Committee to read it. That correspondence documents my distress, not understanding what
was going on, then my anger when I realised what you and Paige were doing, your various attempts at
expelling me from the campaign, your inconsistency, pledges to share material that you have not shared so
far, and all my pleas for you to stop what you were doing before we reached this awful situation of division
and exposure. Iwrote to you, and called you, so much because you were doing things that were
appalling, that were affecting the campaign, that would affect the Blake Society and that were causing me
severe distress, and I insisted because you simply refused to answer. You have treated the Blake Society
Secretary, whose commitment, passion, hard work and honesty I am sure the Committee knows well, as
no person should ever endure to be treated, let alone in a Society that is supposed to have read Blake and
understood him, and that wants to honour and celebrate his work.
I have not only "assisted" the campaign. I contributed to its conception and creation to such a degree that it
would have never reached the stage it did without me. All those emails that you mention are an attempt at
saving the campaign, and everybody's work together for the Blake Society. Even on the day
of the meeting I sent you a last email asking you to talk with me and stop the destruction of so much hard
work, your work indeed of many years. All those emails went unacknowledged.
I know perfectly well that my view on Blake is not the only one. I also know that the view that you and I had
of the Cottage and its purpose was one that we shared profoundly and that is the foundation
of the campaign we created together.
I have just called you right now to ask whether if what you want is for me to tell the Committee what is
really behind what you have done. Again, you have not answered.
When someone treats a colleague, and a loyal friend who deserves from you in both capacities nothing
but the profoundest gratitude, as you have treated me, for the reasons thatyou have done it, when people
are willing to behave with no principles whatsoever for their own personal reasons, they show that they are
not to be trusted with a project of thedimensions, and nobility too, of the Cottage appeal. You have shown
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not to be willing to be responsible for your actions, and in behaving thus you have betrayed the good will
and support of far too many people.
As I said in our meeting, I have expressed my causes for concern to someone impartial, a good friend
of the Society and whose ethical stance we all respect: Lucy Winkett. She understood those concerns fully,
and why I thought of the terms of the proposal I sent to you last Wednesday.
Even as I write this email, all information regarding the campaign is still being hidden from me, the person
who was leading it along with you, so I truly don't understand how can you go on talking as if nothing amiss
was going on.
As I said before, it is an unsustainable situation. I cannot remain unable to say anything to anyone who
asks me about it, and I am deeply concerned about what you and Paige may be doing now. I cannot
commit myself to endorse publicly something that is being handled this way. If the two of you cannot
respect the most elemental ethical principles regarding your colleagues and the person who contributed
such an essential part to create and sustain the campaign, how can I trust your respect for other people,
namely all those supporting us in so many ways?
Even if I didn't say anything to my contacts, the campaign has already been affected, and so has the Blake
Society. What you are doing is the kind of thing that you cannot sweep under the carpet. It is the kind of
thing that sooner or later explodes. It is exploding now and it is splattering with mud all the beautiful work
of the Blake Society, and your own work of a lifetime too.
As I have said too, we all have many reasons to admire you, respect you and be grateful to you. But what
you are doing now is simply wrong, and profoundly unethical. And if we within the Committee of the Blake
Society are expected to see such things and keep silent, just because we are lazy or fear scandal, if we are
capable of not caring seeing a colleague trampled on, and not caring if some colleagues are betraying a
project and the trust and good will of others for their own personal reasons, then a Blake Society has
simply no reason to exist.
I would say you must be joking when you suggest I take a break of two weeks and then go back to my role
as Secretary, after having treated me the way you have and having stolen and insulted my hard and
committed work like this, but I saw in our last meeting that what is happening here is not so much
cynicism; it rather seems to me that it hasn't downed on you just how serious this situation is, and you may
be in denial of what is really happening. But as I also said in the meeting, sooner or later you will have to
you learn to become responsible for the consequences of your actions.
So you still have a couple of hours to tell me your thoughts about my proposal, or if you have any better
ideas.
I copy below the email in which I welcomed Paige to the campaign.

One of the most extraordinary proofs of just how dysfunctional the Blake Society Committee
is, is that Ms Morgan, who had disappeared just when she was supposed to carry out tasks she never
finished, was still disappeared at that point. From then and until I left the Society, she only sent a
couple of emails several months later about an entirely different matter, and that was it. She never
made any comment about what was going on with the Cottage appeal. Just as Mr Heath at our
meeting, she didn’t believe she had to clarify anything to her colleagues. She did not even bother to
defend herself if she believed she was being accused unfairly. She didn’t utter a single word.
Perhaps even more extraordinary is the fact that no one, absolutely no one in the Committee
challenged, or questioned Ms Morgan in any way. No one wondered whether if she had anything to
say. That dismayed me. I couldn’t understand not only their cowardice, but their utter irresponsibility.
Everyone had implicitly agreed on allowing Ms Morgan escape through the back door.
Meanwhile, let us remember that the crowdfunding appeal that supposedly would have been
launched on 19 September wasn’t out, and I still was being asked by my contacts, all enthusiastic
about the campaign but by now also baffled, what was going on. I couldn’t walk away without securing
that the campaign was safe, I didn’t want to encourage any more people to give money and support
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to the Blake Society if that money and support were at risk to be betrayed. I was breaking down. The
Chair, incredibly, was still refusing to give me the information I had been asking of him for some two
months by then.
On 6 October I wrote to him, an email titled “Do you understand?”; I am omitting here the most
personal parts, I am still sparing the Chair much exposure, but I think it’s an important piece of
evidence of the extent to which I was trying to find a solution and avoid to expose him publicly.
Evidence that I haven’t been acting in this wretched affair out of resentment, as the Blake Society is
now suggesting:
It is very hard, that you keep on pushing me into a position where I have no choice but to expose you. Do
you understand what is happening here? I fear you don't -- I saw you at the meeting, attempting in vain to
cover the sun with one finger.
The work we could have done together! The beauty of the Cottage project, its ideal. All my work and good
will. All soiled, all splattered.
[. . . ] The hell I've been thrown into at moments overwhelms me. [. . . ] You don't seem to take on board the
seriousness of this situation; I've never seen you so erratic. Can't you see that you are destroying the work
of your lifetime, of what all these years has made you turn to Blake to find --and give back-- light in your
life?
[. . . ] You are using other people as instruments for this destruction. [ . . . ] Do you realise how dangerous it
is? [ . . . ] Do you want me to take a break then pick up my duties as Secretary? Then [. . . ]
make a commitment to go and look for the help you need and I might consider it, for all that's wounded in
you has stopped affecting people only in what's personal --it has now spilled over your work and is putting
at stake the work and good will of many. I give you one more day to think about it. Otherwise I will do what I
have to do, you have left me no choice.
If you can't stop the soiling and destruction for yourself, do it for Blake then, who has given so much to you,
whom you should not betray like this.

The Committee was, needless to say, very worried. Lethargic as they were, they could see that
the Society’s and appeal’s reputation were in great danger. Therefore Mr Luis Garrido, the Treasurer,
wrote to us:
Dear Friends
There is a dispute between the Chairman and the Secretary of the Blake Society, and one possible way of
making some progress is to appoint someone with a spirit of impartiality to mediate between the two
parties. Anthony has the required experience and sense of impartiality to help towards reconciliation and I
wonder if he would be able to help, if available.
Unless some degree of peace is restored the good name and reputation of the Blake Society could be
badly affected. I have not spoken to Anthony so I have no idea whether he would be able to help, but
this is my suggestion, which I hope is still on time.
Please let us know whether it is still possible to embark on some sort of mediation to improve the
communication issues as well as the substantial issues in dispute. The good name and reputation of the
Blake Society are at stake and we should do our utmost to preserve it. The Cottage project will also be
badly damaged if this situation gets worse. Let's hope there is still time to reflect before acting. We would
love to see friends reunited and peace restored.

This is how I responded, which clearly shows that I didn’t want to harm the Society, and how much I
was willing, even then, to be part of a solution:
Dear Luis,
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I do appreciate greatly your sound advice and effort at reconciliation.
To have someone impartial to mediate and help us sort out this serious problem seems very wise to me. I
do not know if Antony would be willing and I'd fear to be imposing aburdensome load on him, but I do trust
him and his experience greatly and he knows more of what lies behind this issue so if he accepted I would
be more than willing to try this last attempt at restoring peace between us, restoring integrity to the
campaign and saving the reputation of the Blake Society.
Christina has also very kindly offered to me her help as mediator, and I trust her as much.
One thing though is important: I don't know how clear it is to you all that at the moment I know nothing
whatsoever about the campaign. Not only the distress this causes me, since I am one of its public
faces, is undeserved and making me rather ill; that one of the persons responsible for the campaign has no
idea of what is going on is already creating confusion and damaging the Cottage project. It is an irrational
and wholly unsustainable state of affairs.
So it is a matter of urgency that, while Tim and I attempt at restoring peace with the kind help of an
impartial mediator, I receive as of today a full and detailed update of the campaign and access to all the
relevant information: contents of the crowdfunding page so far including film (s), rewards, donations, new
and potential donors, setting up of the board of trustees for the Cottage, the date when we're going online,
etc.
Otherwise, I still remain in a position where my accountability before my contacts is rendered impossible.
For me to be able to be responsible before them and not betray their trust and good will, I need to know
what is happening with the project I invited them to. I cannot be accountable to them if I have been expelled
from it and all information has been concealed from me; I hope you all understand how absurd my
position is now, and my deep concerns.
A first step therefore is that I get all that information now --time is of the essence.
Considering this, I am more than happy to accept the help of a mediator. Last night I wrote to Tim
expressing my willingness to give him one more chance, and my conditions, particularly if he thinks that I
can still be Secretary after all what's happened and the way I've been treated.
Since early September I have been attempting to restore peace and reconciliation. It has not been possible
so far but maybe an impartial mediator can perform the miracle. I am willing and I thank you, Luis, for
making this proposal.

Meanwhile, I was still caring about the practical issues to be dealt with during that impasse. I wrote
to Mr Heath, with copy to the Treasurer:
Tim, there are a couple of new paypal payments. One of them is from a new member, who must receive
the welcome letter and brochure.
To whom can I pass the database? Who will send the brochure to the new member? Do you want me to do
that until, say, 15 October, while you find somebody else? I can do it, I don't want our members to be
affected nor to make things unreasonably hard for you, but you must answer to me and let me know what
you think, what we must do.

The response came from Mr Garrido, with copy to the Committee:
Please continue to act if you are able to do so, it would be a great help. I hope this problem gets better
soon and that you feel partly satisfied that some progress is going to happen towards your participation in
all Committee projects that you have put your heart and soul to.
The committee was very interested in hearing your complaint and we feel sorry that it has caused great
distress this breakdown of working relationships. We want to see things improving towards harmony and
happy working relationships. You were able to explain the problem very well to the Committee from your
point of view, though there was not enough time to go into the particulars. But we all wish to see a solution
rather than a failure in resolving this problem.
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On 7 October Mr Antony Vinall, who always took the minutes, sent them round to the
Committee:
8)

AOB

Adriana stated that she wished to resign as Secretary with immediate effect, as she no longer felt
able to work with the Chair on the cottage project. Tim pointed out that the Society is not
responsible for the project, a complex operation involving many different stakeholders and interests.
Luis and other committee members urged her to take time to reconsider, in view of her outstanding
contribution and commitment to the Society.
The committee noted that it had not voted to accept her resignation.
APV
As the reader will have noticed, this wording, rather than reflecting what had actually happened at
the meeting, seemed to be a replication of the letter Mr Heath had sent me with copy to all. This is a
clear example of Mr Vinall’s tendency of manipulating minutes. There wasn’t a word of objection from
the catatonic Committee, who had witnessed what had really happened. I wrote to him, with copy to
the Committee:
Dear Antony,
Thank you very much for the minutes.
I know it is hard to write an accurate account of what happened last week and it would be impossible to
render the whole complex matter in a few words.
Yet, I do not believe what the minutes say regarding my resignation reflects the situation accurately. I did
not say I wanted to resign because I no longer felt able to work with the Chair on the Cottage project. I did
not say that at all. I said that I had been expelled from the Cottage project for which Tim and I were
publicly responsible, that along with Henry we had conceived and created together and to which my
contribution had been essential; that much bullying had been involved in the process, and that my role in
the project had been handed over to Paige Morgan. I also said that the Chair and Paige have been working
in secrecy and have hidden all the information about the campaign from me, that I had tried to sort things
out everyday up to the day of the meeting and Tim had refused to even acknowledge my attempts at doing
so; that I had a proposal for a solution and that if it was not accepted I would tell my contacts for the project
that I am leaving the campaign because it does not honour anymore the principles with which it was
started.
I also said that the whole issue is well documented.
I believe that the minutes are showing an entirely different picture. I am not leaving the campaign
because of an inability to work with the Chair. I was expelled from the campaign through the
dishonesty of the Chair and Paige and much bullying and irrational behaviour on the part of the Chair. I
resign from my role as Secretary because of this and because ofthe appalling way in which I have been
treated by the Chair.
In saying this you don't have to accept it as the truth. It is simply an accurate reflection of what I said in that
meeting. Those who were present I am sure remember it quite well.
I know this is not an easy thing to do, but the minutes must reflect clearly what happens in the meetings,
particularly when what is at stake is as serious as is the case now. I feel the minutes as they stand now
only add to the injustice of what I'm going through and I do not deserve that from the Blake Society, for
which I have worked with such dedication and honesty and to which I have given so much that is of value.
I am very grateful Antony for all your support and wish to help, I know this is an extremely unpleasant
situation for all of us, but I insist: please modify the minutes in a way that they reflect what I actually said.
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I have been treated by Tim in a way that no member of any Committee should ever endure. As you can see
Tim has not picked up Luis's suggestion to sort things out with an impartial intermediary, and I still have
no information whatsoever about what is going on with the campaign. The situation is not only
one of severe abuse at a workplace and of rather serious lack of ethics. It is absurd beyond belief, and if
we condone that now the Blake Society will suffer even more than it has suffered already, no less.
His response was disheartening:
I apologise for not reflecting your position correctly. I suggest the minutes should be revised to read:
Adriana stated that she wished to resign as Secretary with immediate effect, as she had been excluded
from the cottage project by the Chair and her efforts to resolve the situation ignored. Her concerns were
fully documented in e-mails to Tim. Tim pointed out that the Society is not responsible for the project, a
complex operation involving many different stakeholders and interests. Luis and other committee members
urged her to take time to reconsider, in view of her outstanding contribution and commitment to the
Society.
The committee noted that it had not voted to accept her resignation.
I'm willing to mediate between you and Tim, as Luis has proposed, to try to reach an outcome in which you
would feel able to continue as the Society’s secretary. I’d like to be able to draw on Luis, Carol and Christina
for advice and guidance , but everything said in the mediation process would remain entirely confidential
within the group, and it would be for you and Tim to agree how the rest of the Committee should be told of the
result.

A poor revision, and still no mention of Ms Morgan’s involvement, from the man who was offering to
act as intermediary. I responded:
Thank you so much for this. I agree with the changes you suggest to the minutes.
I thank you, Luis, Carol and Christina profoundly for your willingness to help and mediate, and I hope we
will be able to sort this sorry situation out in the most Blakean manner possible.

I agreed, first, out of exhaustion. I felt isolated and on the verge of breakdown. I felt I had to trust Mr
Vinall as he seemed to want to help. Beneath all the pressure I was under, I was losing the strength to
fight. And I still felt that a horrid fight if I cornered Mr Heath and Ms Morgan would badly affect the
Society. Therefore, the “official” minutes of that meeting are kept with Mr Vinall’s weak revision.
On 7 October Mr Garrido wrote to me privately:
Dear Adriana
I'm about to speak to Antony so I should have some news very soon.
You've been very generous in giving Tim and all of us yet another chance, you probably forgave seven
times multiplied by seventy, and in doing so you have given us a good example and a great lesson. We
respect you deeply for this and many other reasons as you know.
We'll speak soon.

This is from the man who now accuses me of acting out of “resentment”. I wrote back:
Thank you very much for your kind email.
I must say the minutes distressed me... they do not reflect what I said at the meeting.
Forgiveness is there and I have indeed forgiven much, but there is a limit and the situation is serious,
if there is no cooperation I will have to do what I have to do and it is very sad, very distressing.
Blake would feel so sorry...

There were several phone calls with Mr Garrido at that time. It wasn’t clear to me at all what was
happening, If Mr Vinall had talked with Mr Heath yet or to what extent Mr Garrido would be engaged
in the reconciliation process. I needed desperately to have someone to trust. I realized he was getting
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incensed so I reminded him of Mr Heath’s good qualities as well and about the need of understanding.
He told me repeatedly about his unpalatable experiences of working with Ms Morgan in the past,
whom he said was vicious and nasty. He is now accusing me of betraying “the enemy’s secrets”
Time passed and nothing was happening. I was getting more and more ill, so I wrote to Mr
and Mrs Garrido, Mr and Mrs Vinall, and Mr Heath:
Dear Antony, Christina, Luis, Carol, Tim,
I am deeply grateful that help has been offered to mediate between Tim and myself in order to clear out, if
possible, this awful situation. I appreciate how hard it is for everybody.
I'd just like to say that if such a conversation is to take place it would have to be soon --my position is truly
unsustainable as it is now and it is taking a toll on my health, that was already fragile. I simply cannot
afford to continue in this limbo.
I am available on Friday or during the weekend. If the persons who would be present can't make it so soon,
at least I'd need as a first step what I stated already: a detailed update with all the information about the
campaign. If I don't have that I truly cannot go beyond this week without speaking to my contacts. The
campaign is supposed to end on 31st October. Please understand how impossible my situation is. I am still
showing good will and a desire to sort things out, but such good will cannot be only one-way. I
need to receive all that information now.

Mr Heath remained unapproachable. I was scared and mentioned to Mr Vinall essential conditions for
me to engage in the reconciliation process, starting from receiving an unconditional apology from Mr
Heath. It was urgent for me to know that, if I stayed, I’d be working from a place of safety. I feared Mr
Heath might be feeling cornered or too exposed. I tried to reason with him yet again, to make him
understand the seriousness of the situation, that I meant no harm to him whatsoever, and the
elemental conditions of safety that I needed. I am again editing from this letter what is too confidential
to expose here:
Dear Tim,
Antony will tell you about my pre-conditions in order to work out the campaign problems.
As for the chance of my remaining as Secretary until January, I rather tell you myself, hopefully more
plainly than a couple of days ago.
I know I am risking further lashing out from you, or that you stop reading, but I have to try, I have no choice.
I am feeling extremely unwell today and I may not be as clear as I should be, but I'll do my best.
The first thing I will say is that I know that in our relationship both as friends and as colleagues, I have been
unwise too, that my reactions to pain and anger have sometimes been rash and have
overwhelmed you and that I have hurt you too. Again, I am sorry. I've never meant to hurt.
Having said that, I wonder whether if you do realise the extent of the abuse from you I have been subject to
in this last episode of our painful relationship, but cannot help yourself, or if you simply do
not know that you're doing wrong. At moments I sense a severe lack of empathy, emotional
disconnectedness from your actions and an impossibility to tell right from wrong that makes it very hard to
convey the dimensions of the harm done.
[. . . ] Things have reached a stage where I need to point out more clearly than ever at a pattern in your
relationships (at lest with women) of use, abuse and humiliation (the incidents in Peckham Rye and Dr
Johnson's House are good examples of that) that is simply not right and that is always lingering somewhere
around your work in the Blake Society. It has now reached an extreme level and I have had to defend
myself. [. . . ] you have sought to involve several people and allowed your personal attachments to
interfere in many ways with our work (attachments for which the hurting of others seems to be part of the
rules). With the Cottage project this pattern has reached another level altogether, it has implied the betrayal
of a project that was born with much dignity and generosity, the sullying of its guiding principles and the
abuse of trust of everyone involved and all those who support it.
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[. . . ] Since you came back from your retreat you have behaved in ways I had never imagined you capable
of. It is not only the level of abuse what has shocked me, but also the irrationality of your actions, the
continued effort at manipulating when it clearly is not working anymore, and your seeming inability to even
understand that what you are doing is wrong, and that you simply cannot treat other human beings like this.
You know how much I care for the Blake Society and that I do not want to harm it in anyway,
and I know how difficult it will be in many ways if I leave my role as Secretary now. At the same time, all the
joy in it is gone for me, and my instinct just wants me to run away --run for my life.
I am living a nightmare impossible to describe and all I want is to wake up. [ I mentioned here one condition
for going back to work, of which I had informed Mr Vinall already. It was of course ignored.] . . . Now it has
become, sadly, an imperative, if there is going to be any chance at all of my remaining as Secretary until
the end of my term. It has become a matter of self-protection.
I know how unlikely it is that you may accept, but if you do wish me to stay, I need to know that you commit
yourself seriously [. . . ], because I cannot take the aggressions, the confusion or the pain any longer, they
make work impossible, [. . . ] As you know, I have more than enough to deal with in my life already; I looked
for joy in the Blake Society --not this relentless misery.
At the moment I am as you know very angry, very hurt and rather stunned at what is happening.
Yet, as I have always told you, I know that this is only part of you. No matter
what you do, I know that you are also a luminous man full of generosity, kindness and beauty who is
always giving that beauty out to others, and I count myself as lucky for having been able to have so many
glimpses of it and having shared it with you.

On 8 October evening Mr Heath sent to me, at last, the Indiegogo page and asked for my suggestions.
This was the appeal that should have been launched on 19 September. Our deadline to gather the
funds to acquire the Cottage was 31st October. He wanted my suggestions for the following morning,
or, he threatened, he’d go online without them. I told him that I would look at it to save time, but
reminded him we were still negotiating weather if I was staying or not, since so far no reconciliation
process had started at all.
During these days, I had several phone conversations with Mr Vinall, because I couldn’t see
any intermediation happening at all. He told me that the situation was very delicate and that he didn’t
believe Mr Heath would ever be willing to apologize. He also said that Mr Heath was arguing that my
“passion was a liability” for the project… Remember Chapter IV, and Mr Heath stopping me from
attending meetings with the Big Blake Project, alleging that they disliked my passion? It seems to me
that my passion was experienced by Mr Heath as an enormous threat.
On quite a few of these calls Mr Vinall seemed to be exasperated, angry at me for holding on
to my conditions, threatening to leave his role as intermediary. Since he was the one who supposedly
wanted to help, who I could supposedly trust, his attitude caused me further distress. I tried to
understand, told myself that he was in a rather unpleasant position and was generous in being there
at all. With hindsight, though, I can see that what he was doing was, in fact, collusion with the bullying
and something that came dangerously close to coercion, against a colleague who was very clearly
close to a nervous breakdown. I do not doubt that this had a lot to do with the real unpleasantness of
his position, that he may have regretted to accept putting himself in that place, and that he must have
been afraid of the consequences, therefore probably unaware of how much he was actually colluding.
I understand that and forgive, but still, I think he should have known better, and that he has had much
time to reflect. Instead of that, he has now become adept at publicly lying in a way that is surpassed
by Mr Heath only.
Back on that 8 October, my contacts kept on asking me how we were doing with the appeal.
I knew also that the Board of Trustees for the Cottage should be set up soon, and I didn’t know any
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more who would be there nor what my position was. I wrote to Mr Vinall, and copied to him my
correspondence to Mr Heath asking him about that issue and that I’ve included already in chapters VI
and VII – correspondence that Mr Heath had refused to answer to. This was Mr Vinall’s response:
Many

thanks.

Your

position

is

clear.

I see Tim has sent you the Indigogo material, but he does not seem ready to consider your other
conditions. I hoped it might be possible to define a role for you in the cottage campaign that would be
acceptable to both you and Tim, and allow for greater transparency, but in the circumstances this
doesn't seem viable without more concessions on both sides. I sense the goodwill for this might be there, for
the
sake
of
the
shared
goals
or
is
this
wishful
thinking?
Could I clarify whether you now propose to continue as Secretary of the Society until January (which would
be extraordinarily valuable), or have I misunderstood? This was a point raised by Tim.

I was finding it hard to understand the irrationality of it all. I wrote back to Mr Vinall:
Dear Antony,
I don't see how can I show any more good will or make any more concessions than being willing to go on
working in the campaign not only with Tim, but even allow Paige to stay in it as she has already done
whatever work she's done, after the way they have behaved.
But for that to happen, I cannot be their subordinate. We'd have to work transparently as we were
supposed to do, sharing absolutely all the information, making all decisions in agreement (knowing of
course Tim is leading the campaign, but no one making decisions behind anybody's back), nothing should
be done in secrecy, the contact email address should be returned to me, etc. There is no reason
whatsoever why this should not be so and it is me who is graciously allowing her to stay.
Yet they should be accountable for their actions and it would be necessary that someone else could either
monitor things are being carried out with transparency, or at least someone I can turn to at the slightest
suspicion that they are playing tricks again, or at the slightlest aggression towards me from either of them.
I'd like to insist: the way in which I was pushed out ot he campaign to hand it over to Paige was abusive to
an extreme - in a workplace, they could have been sued for that. I am not sure Tim is taking on board the
seriousness of the matter. The reasons why they've done it have nothing to do with work whatosever. It is
not the first time I receive aggressions because of this unfortunate issue, so to expect more good will from
me than this, is not realistic.
As for the Board of Trustees, Paige cannot be there because of the above reasons (you can refer also to
the proposal I sent Tim with copy to you and Christina before your mediation started, my reasons are
clearly stated there. I am attaching it again). It would mean taking to the Cottage the same toxic work
atmosphere of the BS Committee. Her presence, and her reasons to be there, have caused harm in the BS
already, and I do not want to dwell on the lack of respect they have had for our work and the Committee,
but it is unacceptable.
I suspect Tim's saying I cannot be in the Board of Trustees so that she is instead... I created this project
along with Tim and Henry while the latter stayed, so to refuse a place in the Board to the co-founder of the
project so that a woman who had no idea what it was about when she joined it and never had shown any
interest in the Cottage before, simply because of her relationship to Tim, is inappropriate and unethical.
If I stay in the campaign I stay as Secretary until January. If I leave, I leave both and that would mean that
we have not reached an agreement.
My condition for staying as Secretary is not a joke: [. . . ].
I have endured more than anyone could possibly endure in that Committee. I have loved my work
there, I care about the Society, I do not want to harm it, but I do not want to die there either and it is making
me ill. Tim has to learn to leave his personal life out of it, he has to learn that the Blake Society is not his
playground and that there are things that he simply has no right to do, he has to see that his lack of
empathy, his manipulation and the viciousness of his attacks to others when spurred by his personal
attachments cause harm to the Society's work.
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Of course it is a personal delicate issue and I am not expecting him to say "Yes, I'll go tomorrow" right
away, but I am expecting him to consider it seriously, and I do not even want him to do so too openly --I do
not want to humiliate him. But what about a first step, admitting he has done wrong, apologising and
committing himself to stop that behaviour?
Then we'd have something to start with, and I'd be more protected. At the moment he still does not seem
even remotely willing to admit he's done anything wrong. I see no concessions or good will whatsoever on
his part. He doesn't seem to understand that it is me giving a chance to him, out of good will, out of care for
the Society and because the Committe has asked me to reconsider, and not the other way round.
So let's try to make this by now battered campaign succeed, all of us working again together, transparently,
concentrating on what matters: that the Cottage is there to celebrate Blake for generations to come, and
let's clear out the toxic atmosphere in the Committee so that this year ends well and as happily as possible,
let's treat each other with respect and care and accept where we've done wrong and move on. But I am not
going to accept the unacceptable.
I believe no one can humanly ask for more from anybody in my position.
Thank you so much again. I understand your frustration. It is an awful situation indeed.

My email came with a second draft of my proposal to go on working together.
I didn’t hear from Mr Vinall so on 9 October I contacted him again:
I left a message on your mobile, this is a bit urgent. Tim is still doing things in a way I find unacceptable, I
am very tired, you must be very tired too.
As you know he sent me the contents of the Indigogo page only yesterday evening. I told him I was ill,
could I send my suggestions later, asked what was the deadline.
Today I found an email telling me to send them this morning (I can't, have other things to do). I found that
unreasonable and called him to ask him to let me do it tomorrow.
He said OK implying he'd only consider suggestions on typos, that my view on what I find lame in the page
don't matter much. We had agreed to work on the contents since August and he never honoured that. I've
been asking him to send me the contents since 1 September. He sends the page only last night, with me ill,
gives me no time to work on it, and, what is most worrying, says he plans to go online today.
I tried to reason with him and he said we should honour that you are the mediator.
So please tell him that I do not agree on him going online before
a) allowing me time to give my views on the contents as we had agreed repeatedly since end July. I'd do it
tomorrow.
b) having agreed on the rest of the problem, for it the page goes online and it spreads, my contacts may
see it, be more confused than they already are and give money. If I have to go and they donate money and
I did not warn them, they will feel let down. I will feel dishonest too. It would cause me problems.
Our final decision cannot go beyond this weekend, I will wait no longer.
I told him we should not to try your patience going round and round in circles. He would not listen.
So I'd ask you please to tell him that this is not a matter of making up excuses about technical or
organisational issues regarding the campaign.
The matter at hand is, clearly, that I am about to leave both the campaign and my role as Secretary
because he and Paige pushed me out of the campaign, in an unethical manner that involved abuse and
bullying; that all this mess happened because of their private reasons, that have already caused much
harm in the Society in the past; that their irresponsibility and lack of ethics have already damaged the
campaign and is damaging the Blake Society.
That is the sole reason why we're in this problem and why we're negotiating. Again, all documented.
So I'm not willing to waste more time (or make you waste yours) with his talking about my "passion
as a liability" or any such nonsense. I am leaving because they've done wrong. I am giving Tim a last
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chance --not for his sake, but for the sake of the integrity of the campaign and for the good of the Blake
Society.
So we start with the most basic things:
Is he willing to acknowledge he's done wrong? Is he willing to apologise? Is he willing to commit himself to
work transparently and ethically from now on, not allowing again his private life to interfere with our work?
If so, good: then he's forgiven, Paige is forgiven and welcome, we all work together with the
conditions I stated before: all the information shared by everyone.
That information includes the setting up of the Board of Trustees, in which I want and have a right to
be if I stay, but most of all, to which I will be able to contribute much because I am co-founder and cocreator of the campaign and care about the project sincerely.
Paige cannot be in the Board of Trustees because of all I have said before, her involvement would only
obey their private motivations and that has proved already very harmful for a Committee.
Yet if she proves in the future to have any serious commitment towards the project, if she learns to care
about it for reasons other than private and shows a real understanding of the project and love for it, apart
from a capacity to work honestly and without cunning, who knows, in the future she may earn her right to
work for the Cottage in some way or other bringing in her skills.
So this is it. More generous, forgiving or attempting to follow Blake's spirit, I cannot be. Just let's stop
eschewing the core of the problem: unethical behaviour due to private reasons that has left the
campaign in hands of two irresponsible persons who in the process lost respect for the project and
its supporters, for the Blake Society, for Blake and for their colleague.
He has up to Sunday to admit he did wrong, apologise and commit himself to stopping this deeply
destructive pattern of unethical work.
Then no hard feelings, all forgiven and let's patch up the harm done.
Otherwise I'm leaving and he'll have to face the consequences.
He should not go online before we reach an agreement either way.

I simply refused to go on promoting the campaign without us having reached an agreement, which means,
without knowing whether if it was ethical or not.
Mr Vinall responded:
I'm sure Tim is well aware of your position and your conditions. It's also clear that he's not prepared to accept
them in anything like the terms you've stated; and that you don't see his alternative offer as any kind of basis
for
discussion.
At this point there's no more this mediator can do, and there's no point in me repeating what you and he have
already
said
to
each
other.
It's very unfortunate that he asked you to comment on the Indigogo stuff at short notice. But I can also see
that there's no time left to launch the appeal if it's to have any chance of success.
I'm very sorry you're unwell. Clearly this situation isn't helping. Mental fight is harsh. I keep thinking of what
Philip Pullman said: "Blake wasn't a committee man."

This was my response:
I thank you deeply for all your efforts.
I don't see how could I have seen Tim's alternative offer as a basis for discussion, as there were no sound
or fair grounds for it at all.
Of course I understand the need to launch the campaign now --it had to be out since 19 September. I'd just
like to note that it was more than unfortunate that he gave me such short notice to comment on it. It was
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deliberate and just the last point in which he showed no willingness to honour any former agreements or
even considering me any longer part of the campaign at all, despite our supposedly being in negotiations.
Am I to asume that you have talked to him today after seeing my email, and that he has refused again?
If that is the case, I must make clear that if he has already set up the Board of Trustees, as I suspect he
has, with Paige in it and without acknowledging my wish to be part of it, this both adds to the unethical
practice of what has happened, and carries corruption straight into the foundations of the Cottage should
the campaign succeed.
So if I am to understand that you've spoken with Tim today, and his refusal is final (and I'd very much like to
know which are his grounds for that), he must know that I will start writing to my contacts tomorrow, and
that should the appeal succeed, the new Board of Trustees will also hear from me.
I understand you can do no more and I am very grateful for your efforts, so I will write to Tim to tell him this
myself. I will write to the Committee as well explaining that I cannot remain as Secretary.
I hope that you have seen through this process that I did try, within what was fair and right, and that I am
not to be held responsible for any harm that comes to the Cottage appeal or the Blake Society now.
It has been a real pleasure to work with you these years, I hope we'll keep in touch, and I thank you again
deeply for your efforts at finding a solution.

Mr Vinall then wrote to me:
Dear Adriana,
Sorry I missed your call. I haven’t spoken to Tim today. It was evident from my earlier conversations that
he sees your potential contribution to the cottage project as being in a role other than that of trustee - ie as
a member of the advisory panel on writers and artists who would stay there - and that he’s not going to go
beyond this.
Up to now I’ve tried to put any views of my own to one side and act as a channel for possible
compromise. I have enormous respect for your commitment and determination, and I understand your
deep sense of betrayal and injustice. But I would urge you to pull back from actions that might damage the
campaign at this crucial stage. My involvement has in part been to to try to help avoid that outcome. I
think it would be better to allow the campaign whatever chance of success it may still have, so that there’s
at least some possibility that the cottage doesn’t remain a private residence and becomes something that
honours Blake, even if there’s much about the process that you’re deeply unhappy with. There could then
at least be some be chance in the future for something closer to your vision to come into being. These are
only my views, but please reflect on them as advice from a friend and well-wisher.

I was despairing at the injustice of Mr Vinall’s “advice” to me, and told him so:
It would have probably been helpful to tell Tim about my last proposal of today's, even if you thought he
would not move from his stance. I was hoping for a last chance for him tolisten.
I am not sure it is clear enough, whatever his argued reasons are, that his not wanting me as a trustee is
part of what is corrupted here, as much as concealing from me all information about the set-up of the
Board.
In this negotiation it should not be forgotten that Tim and I were holding this campaign together, sharing all
information and work until Paige's appearance, and that apart from him no one had a more legitimate
right to be in the board of trustees than myself.
If you believe a very last chance to avoid the outcome that I have been wanting to avoid myself would be
then to send to Tim my last proposal of today, however unlikely you think it might be that he accepts,
please do.
I appreciate your concern, and thank your for the advice, about not talking to my contacts or the Board of
Trustees. I believe there can be no doubt that I have tried to avoid it, every single day since I saw what was
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happening. So it is not my actions, Antony, that may damage the campaign. The campaign is damaged
already, by Tim's, and Paige's actions.
The way things stand now, Blake would be far less betrayed and better honoured if the house remained in
private hands. As for the Board of Trustees, to carry there a situation that has sullied for so long the
Committee of the Blake Society, with the potential to cause there the destruction it is causing now among
us, with the other trustees inadvertent of how the very foundations of the Cottage are corrupted, is simply
immoral.
Perhaps no one has believed me when I have talked about Tim's irrationality and viciousness during this
whole awful episode. It is not what would be expected of someone in charge of such a project. I
know Tim very well, Antony. I won't go into details that you do not want to know nor do I want to disclose,
but what is going on here is serious indeed, and the campaign is now in the sole hands of two persons that
are not responsible for their actions.
To ask me to keep quiet while my contacts, all full of good will and enthusiasm and who gave us great
support, donate and go on supporting the project with their best intentions, is to ask me to corrupt myself as
well, to be complicit, and that is not something I am going to do. I have worked on this project because I
believed in it, I devoted many days of my life for most of this year to the creation of something noble and
that honoured Blake. I am not going to keep quiet when all that has been dragged in the mud.
Furthermore, and this has been part of my great distress in these awful weeks, I do hold a public
responsibility for the campaign. Tim and Paige on their own are capable of doing anything however
unethical it may be. They had shown that before in minor ways in the Blake Society and I had kept quiet so
as not to create problems. They have proved that now in rather more serious ways. There is too much at
stake here. While I saw this coming I have been terrified at the possible implications, and my responsibility
should anything worse happen, if I kept quiet. Tim is a wonderful human being and we who love Blake owe
him much - he is also a person who's very wounded, [. . . ] and therefore not wholly responsible for his
actions. Within the many layers of this horror, that awareness has been causing me much distress too.
If I speak out, you can be sure that it is not because of anger or a wish for revenge. Do you think I can
enjoy exposing a person I have loved profoundly and have been loyal to up tothe last minute? I have been
pleading with him all this time, to please not put me in this horrendous position, it is the worst nightmare I
could have possibly imagined.
If I talked to Lucy Winkett it was precisely so that she helped me see beyond my obvious anger, pain and
sense of betrayal. She knows in more depth the whole issue with all its painful layers that I will not
disclose to anyone else - I needed the thoughts and wisdom of someone like her, a friend of the Blake
Society, a person with strong ethics and a strong spiritual life, to advice me and to understand the
unbearable choice I am facing. She understood my concern, as well as my need to write to my contacts if
things reached this stage.
Do not think that it is anything I will do with glee or with a wish to punish. If you had any knowledge of the
profound love and unbreakable loyalty, and forgiveness, I have had for the chairman of the Blake Society
for years, you would see that the pain of the position I am in now feels truly unbearable. But I have to do
what is right.
As for the BS, I'd really hope that the Committee remembers not only my commitment, my dedication to my
work, my love for it, but also the many ways I tried to avoid this tohappen, my good will, up to today, and
that I am not blamed for something that I did not do.
Should you think that it would help in anyway to send to Tim tonight the email I sent you this morning or the
terms of my proposal (almost the same he knew but slightly more generous and open, I think), then please
do and let me know tomorrow morning if there is any reaction. I too am trying to avoid what's so clearly
coming now, but I can't hold on much longer.
And my profound gratitude again. I appreciate the unexpected, grim and exhausting nightmare that has
fallen on your lap out of the blue and your generosity and patience in trying tohelp has been immense.

Mr Heath kept on withholding any word of agreement. I couldn’t take the stress of waiting any more,
by then virtually hiding from my contacts for the appeal. I emailed Mr Vinall, a message titled “Very
last try”, in which I made even more concessions, even to be left out of the Board of Trustees as long
as I could work on the Cottage project. I just wanted the nightmare to end. Mr Vinall witnessed my
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distress as it was me, who the Committee had asked to give Mr Heath, and them, a chance, the one
who was making concessions while Mr Heath made none and my health kept on deteriorating. Again,
with hindsight, I think it was simply immoral not to stop the farce then and there, call for an urgent
meeting with the Committee and call Mr Heath to task. It was obvious I was giving up my right and
even duty to be part of the Consortium because Mr Vinall kept on telling me that that was something
about which Mr Heath would simply not yield an inch, and I wonder how on earth did that seem to
Mr Vinall acceptable terms of “negotiation”. I insist: whether if it was his intention or he was simply
acting out of fear, what Mr Vinall did was collusion in severe bullying, and he too has a lot to answer
for.
This is the email I sent to him:
Me again, Antony, clutching at straws.
I'd ask Tim to consider my proposal of this morning from "is he willing to acknowledge...", etc., with all my
conditions intact, the only change being that I'd accept to be in an advisory panel regarding artists and
writers instead of the Board of Trustees, as long as he shares again the information regarding the Board
and as long as Paige is not a Trustee.
And this is my very very last try... if you read my email from a few minutes ago I think you may understand
me.

All Mr Vinall told me was that Mr Heath still refused to apologize. I then realized that I couldn’t enter
the administration of our webpage anymore, as the password had changed. I called Mr Heath to ask
him why. He didn’t answer. This was 9 October.
The following day he called me to confirm that the password to the administration of our webpage
had changed and gave me the new one. He still said nothing about whether if he agreed to my new
conditions or not, but proposed instead to Mr Vinall an entirely different set of conditions that implied
making me “a gift” in change of removing me completely from any administration or work in the
Cottage. I wrote to him, with copy to Mr Vinall, an email on 11 October, titled “Still a few hours”:
Tim,
Thank you for clarifying about Dreamhost's change of password. How was I to know, if you didn't tell me?
I am profoundly sad, that things reached this point, and that it was not possible to come to any agreement.
I am sad too, that I may be blamed for what happens now. So I just want it to be clear that you have not
been entirely truthful in the information you're giving: you did remove my email address from the contact
address by the Just Giving button, Hello@, and when I still had access to Dreamhost I saw it was passed
over to Paige.
I forwarded the emails between us regarding this issue that started on 19th September to Antony, Christina
and I think Henry as well, so again it is documented, and it is important for me to state it here so that it is
clear that I am not lying.
It is disheartening that today you came up with a new proposal that had nothing to do with what we were
discussing even yesterday. The apparent gift of offering me to be the first one to stay in the Cottage is
actually a way of removing me even from the panel of advisers, so I want that to be clear as well, that up to
the last day you're actually still trying to leave me out of any real role linked to the Cottage.
I texted Antony asking him to tell you to please think of going back to the conditions we both had set
yesterday: yours, namely, were supposed to be about what my role in the campaign would be, and I had
accepted that the overall coordination and final word was yours.
I've also asked him to tell you that if you find it embarrassing to send copy to anybody of an
acknowledgement of the mistakes you've done, an apology and commitment not to incur into such
misjudgements again, you can write to me only.
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This is a very last attempt Tim, a hand stretched out for the very last time, to you as chairman of the Blake
Society and as a human being. There's been something deeply wrong in what's happened here, I have
been treated in an appalling way and so has the Cottage project. I have been subject to inexpressible
distress, abuse and rudeness, something I have never deserved from the Blake Society.
Please think. This is a Society that attempts at honouring William Blake. Remember Blake. You have until
midnight today to reconsider, and an apology is the minimum you can do for me to know that perhaps
you've understood the harm done, and I may perhaps trust you and what you are doing with the campaign.
It will break my heart to write to my contacts tomorrow, but I'll have to do it if you leave me no choice, for
even up to this stage you don't seem to be taking in any of the serious issues we've been trying to heal.
As for any misunderstanding in our work that may be my fault and unnecessary distress I may have caused
you, I have said sorry a hundred times and here it is again, I am sorry, please accept my apologies.
Think: It is not only Blake, the Cottage, me and my work being harmed. It is your work, the work of your
lifetime, everything you have believed in for decades. We can all still work together with understanding,
forgiveness and care for each other, that is what a Blake Society should be able to do. Please, please,
reconsider. Sorry to breach the protocol of the mediation, but I really want to give you a last chance, and
we're running out of time.

Mr Vinall didn’t bother to comment. What on earth was he thinking? In my confusion, and knowing
how Mr Heath sometimes was capable of real, genuine generosity at the very same time that he was
bullying someone, I feared perhaps I had misread his proposal and been unfair to a sincere gesture of
generosity, so I wrote to him again:
Tim,
I do not fail to appreciate the touch of generosity in your new proposal today - me being the first one to
spend time in the Cottage.
As many things in your world, it is an ambiguous gift, twisted at the edges until it becomes its opposite:
further alienating me from a real role in a project that I helped create, and no one knows better than you
how dear it has been to my heart, how it kept me going when most else seemed to be collapsing.
Therefore as many times in the past, I thank the generosity, but reject the blow, and the offence.
Even in the deepest confusion, you must know that you have done, and are doing, wrong, and that you are
destroying much.
It is only pain, Tim, that has thrown us in this awful moment. Profound pain. Sure, mine has contributed too,
everyone involved surely has brought their own pain into theentanglement, but foremost, because it is you
who has actually done what should not have been done, it is that ancient and enormous pain of yours that
is immersing much that is good and noble into darkness.
Do not throw that darkness on Blake, on Blake's world, on all of us at the Society. You have no right but
most of all, you have no need. The darkness can be made lighter (did you see the day today, the light out
there, and didn't it tell you anything worth knowing?). We can forgive each other, we can understand, we
can build instead of breaking. That is what our work is supposed to be.
If you believe you are giving something to someone else, in payment for whatever chains that bind you, you
are wrong. You are only deceiving, harming. You are harming everyone. Light is never reached through
abasement, and lies do not hold forever -you may patch one tear here, but another will appear, and yet
another until the whole fabric is torn. That's what is happening just now.
You have no right either to engulf in darkness true affections. I'll say it again: we care for each other, we
have shared love and beauty. This is not the way to part from those we love. We were going to part ways in
January, after having contributed to the creation of something beautiful to give to others. That was a fit way
to say goodbye. Just as I have many reasons to be grateful to you, you have much to be grateful for to me,
as a colleague, as a loyal friend, as a woman who loved you much and whom you loved much too. Do not
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throw more darkness into darkness. Whatever is holding you, even if it is an entrenched rage only, you still
can break free.
I am not trying to humiliate you by asking you to apologise. I am trying, first, to have some
guarantee of self-protection and protection for the Cottage as well, some sign that you do understand what
you have done, that you can tell right from wrong. I am trying for you to understand that without
acknowledging one's mistakes, without being able to say "I'm sorry", nothing can ever thrive, nothing can
ever live however much you try to manipulate reality around it.
Nothing unbearable will happen if you open your eyes: there'll be just light.
At the moment there is only darkness. Wake up. All this is the doing of pain, yours and surely that of others.
And pain is simply something that can heal - no matter how deep.
There you are: this is the person the Blake Society is accusing of acting out of resentment.

On a phone conversation, when stressing with Mr Vinall that Ms Morgan couldn’t be part of the Board
of Trustees, he said that Mr Heath had told him that she couldn’t any way, as she didn’t have time for
it…
On 12 October Mr Heath got in touch, at last:
I am busy today but will propose one more idea using the agreed procedure for mediation late this
afternoon.

I responded with copy to Mr Vinall:
Ok, that's fine. Just please don't let it be later than this afternoon. The situation regarding my contacts is
untenable, I have been eschewing answering some emails and it is simply not right, it just makes things
look worse and rather confusing.
Furthermore I cannot bear the stress any more, I will not carry it into the next week, it is making me ill and it
is very unfair so today is still the final deadline --stretched to theafternoon instead of the morning, more
good will you cannot demand.
Remember that any idea you propose must redress the integrity of the campaign --ie, guarantee that it is
in the hands of people that can be trusted, and since this tortuous negotiation has been attempted so that I
remain as Secretary until January, it will have to include me in the working of the campaign and the future
of the Cottage should we succeed. I hope you understand that just as I resigned as Secretary and withdrew
from the campaign as one and the same thing as the problems with the campaign pushed
to myresignation, if I stay, I have to stay in both. To think otherwise is absurd.
What I can still do for the campaign is make suggestions to the crowdfunding page, that I found
unsatisfactory. I know it is much too late now to work on it as we had agreed, that it cannot be much
changed at this stage and all the time that would have allowed for my input to bear fruits has been lost, but
I believe I can still contribute some improvements. I can also of course send the link to my contacts, they
have been waiting for it. I can invite other artists and follow up contacts already established (such
as the one with [. . . ]), and respond to questions regarding the nature of the project. I can contribute
in the coordination of further rewards and the organisation of the artists staying in the Cottage in order to
create them, and later as you know, should we succeed, I accepted to be in the advisory panel.
The requirements are still the same: complete transparency, restoring my email address
to the contacts address, the whole team working together openly, sharing not only information
but the excitement and hopefully satisfaction this was supposed to bring, all forgiven and forgotten but no
more tricks or aggressions.
Think too of the best way you can address the issue of acknowledgement of the harm done, and an
apology. The way that is least public if you want, least embarrassing or whatever, but it is of the essence. It
is no attempt at punishing, humiliation or anything of the sort. All the opposite --its aim is to clear this toxic
atmosphere. It is essential for us to be able to work together again with trust and in the assurance that
in the future we will do our very best to respect each other. Without such an essential effort on your side,
after all that has happened and the extreme mistreatment I have been object of, I cannot trust you nor
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trust the integrity of the way the whole project is being handled. So do not forget that for your proposal this
afternoon. I think it would actually make you feel better, these things release enslaved energy...
It is a step that people within the Blake Society should really be able and prepared to make. Again, for any
misunderstandings or upset caused on my side, I apologise.

Mr Heath sent me later this draft for a letter of agreement, two days after his creation, in hiding, of
the Blake Cottage Trust. At least, we had managed to make him apologize:
Below is a letter of agreement. It is crafted to make best use of the talents we each bring to the project.
Please consider it for a few days before responding.
with kind regards
Tim

1.
Tim
apologies
unconditionally
for
the
distress
caused
to
Adriana,
2. Adriana agrees it’s not appropriate for her to be a Trustee of the Cottage or involved in its governance.
3. Adriana is appointed Special Advisor on Poetics - to advise on the presentation of the campaign with
respect to Blake's vision.
4. Adriana has the right to advise on any matter, but decisions will be taken by Tim or the Board of Trustees,
and Adriana agrees to abide by them.
5. In due course the Trustees of Blake Cottage will appoint a panel to advise on the selection of resident
artists.
6. One member of this panel will be nominated by the Executive Committee of the Blake Society from among
its number.
7. The Trustees of Blake Cottage may at their discretion appoint additional individuals to the panel.
8. Paige Morgan has moved to another University in another Country and is too busy to help except on
technical issues.
9. Adriana will be kept informed in a timely fashion of all developments on the Blake Cottage relevant to her
advisory role.
10. This agreement lapses and becomes void if either Tim or Adriana cease to be members of the Executive
Committee of the Blake Society.

It was, all in all, a stupid, treacherous document. I had made one concession after the other during the
harrowing negotiation that, as I had pointed to Mr Vinall, had moved from me giving the chance to
put things right to the Chair and the Blake Society that the Committee had asked me for when I
resigned, to a negotiation in which I seemed the one accused, and was being humiliated and punished.
I was disconsolate, felt that I had fallen into a trap, and had lost the strength I had when I resigned. I
couldn’t fight anymore and so accepted, holding on to the fact that at least Mr Heath had apologized
and it was clear that Ms Morgan had no time for the project. I knew she didn’t have interest either,
and that the document was drafted in such a way as to scurry her in later, but it would become invalid
as soon as I left the Blake Society. That would be the following January. My only hope left for restoring
integrity was the work we would do until our deadline in a few weeks’ time, with me still in to keep
some control, and then, if we succeeded, the Consortium, that would not allow Mr Heath any more
nonsense… Of course no one knew yet that he would very soon set up the Trust in secrete, and had
determined that there would be no Consortium as we had envisaged it.
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What on earth was Mr Vinall thinking of, what kind of laxity in all sense of ethics and justice
allowed him to be an accomplice in this “negotiation” that ended up in further bullying, I can’t even
imagine. In my distress, I tried to trust him; he now held a position of authority and said he wanted to
help, but in my guts I felt I was being not only let down, but abused. But the previous weeks had left
me very ill, and exhausted. So on 13 October I wrote to the Chair:
Thank you for the letter.
I will reflect on it, but will respond tomorrow morning, not in a few days (on a first view it looks fine in
principle to me).
I hope you will understand that I cannot remain in this limbo any longer, first and foremost, because
it is distressful to me and I will not go through any more distress over this issue, but also because it simply
means the work of the Secretary is accumulating and if I am to remain, I'd rather move on soon and pick up
work where I left it.
Most important too is the fact that the campaign is out there, with a few weeks to go and
without reaching a decision, I'm still leaving emails unanswered --untenable--, have still not worked on
suggestions for the page, etc, it's just wasted time.
I would have happily considered for a few days if our negotiations hadn't taken so long. Now though
time is pressing in several ways.Tomorrow will be two weeks since our Committee meeting --the time I was
asked to reconsider my position, so let us respect that deadline.
If all goes well and we're agreed I may even enjoy the lecture --it was bad enough to miss Henry's walk, so
you'll hear from me tomorrow.

I still, though, made my reservations known to Mr Vinall on 14 October:
Dear Antony,
My concern about Tim's letter, having read it more coldly, is that though it looks fair on the surface, it is
actually leaving me a perfunctory role for the campaign that will in fact not last much longer, particularly if
he keeps on trying to delay an agreement for more days.
In essence though I am being excluded of any real role in the functioning of a project I helped to create,
and it leaves open Paige's future involvement, which would lead straight back to the reasons I want to
leave the BS and why I consider the campaign unethical.
The tone too is as if Tim is giving me conditions to be part of something that I had no right to belong to,
when in fact I created it along with him --if I wanted to fight, which I don't, I'd have much to say about the
way the campaign has already suffered and been dispersed because of this whole business, work
agreements that were not respected and procrastination. This is an agreement so that I do not speak
out about the unethical handling of the campaign so far --not an agreement about disciplining someone
(me) for unknown reasons.
I am going to send the revisions below to Tim with no further comment, but the one that I think might be
again explosive is No. 11. I would think it is understood now after all that has been said, and if we really
want to reach an agreement we might understand that point 10 implies Paige cannot be part of the Board
so we can leave it at that. The problem is that they have already shown, in the campaign and in other work
issues at the BS, that they can be cunning and this may be just more manipulation --for all I know they
could have drafted it together. The fact is that in this agreement I remain as unprotected as I was when this
whole thing started, to be kicked out of anything related to the Cottage and Paige taken the place that
because of my work is legitimately mine, only that now they'd want me to agree to it.
Thinking diplomatically, considering we all want to see the best resolution for all and for the Cottage, I can
eliminate point 11... But, if she is later appointed as a Trustee, I will speak out.
The other thing is, this has to be decided today (Tuesday) and not a single day later. Tim's attempt at
delaying it is manipulative too; it keeps me under the impossible stress of keeping my contacts in
suspense, a situation in which I look as the one who's not being serious, but that affects the BS and the
campaign as well, while at the same time it means that by the time we reach an agreement the campaign is
practically over so in fact I have been only been made to waste my time.
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So please let me know what you think. Point 11 I can get rid of if you think it would make everything
collapse, but should she be appointed I will use point 10, further all the reasons I know why that would be
wrong, in order to speak out. Or put it another way, in no point of the agreement does it say that I should
not speak out if I am aware of unethical behaviour affecting the Cottage again.
As for all the other points I will leave them as drafted here. It is a matter of respect for my work and selfrespect. I denounced an appalling situation, have graciously reconsidered myposition for the sake of the
project and the BS, and because I was asked to, so it is not right that the tone of the agreement is as if I am
being chastised and am not fit enough to be truly part of a project that would in fact not exist the way it is
without me.
Thank you again...
Warm regards,
Adriana
1. Tim apologises unconditionally for the distress caused to Adriana,
2. Adriana accepts not to be a Trustee of the Cottage or involved in its governance as a sign of good will to
make this agreement possible.
3. Adriana is appointed Special Advisor on Poetics - to advise on the presentation of the campaign with
respect to Blake's vision.
4. Adriana has the right to advise on any matter, but decisions will be taken by Tim or the Board of
Trustees, and Adriana agrees to abide by them.
5. Tim and the Board of Trustees consider Adriana's advise seriously in recognition of her important role in
the formulation of the campaign and the overall Cottage project.
6. In due course the Trustees of Blake Cottage will appoint a panel to advise on the selection of resident
artists.
7. One member of this panel will be nominated transparently by the Executive Committee of the Blake
Society from among its number.
8. The Trustees of Blake Cottage may at their discretion appoint additional individuals to the panel.
9. As any other individual, Adriana can be appointed to the advisory panel even if she's no longer in the
Committee of the Blake Society should the Trustees wish to do so.
10. Paige Morgan has moved to another University in another Country and is too busy to help except on
technical issues.
11. Paige Morgan cannot be a Trustee of Blake Cottage as it would not be appropriate.
12. Adriana will be kept informed in a timely fashion of all developments on the Blake Cottage relevant to
her advisory role.
13. This agreement lapses and becomes void if either Tim or Adriana cease to be members of the
Executive Committee of the Blake Society.

I received no response so I wrote to the Chair with copy to Mr Vinall. I knew that saying clearly Ms
Morgan couldn’t be a Trustee would be explosive and not negotiable, so I went round it calling for
transparency instead, and in a further attempt to be fair and not let myself be blinded by anger, even
thought of something she could do in the future. I was considering her position; that she would feel
excluded of something that Mr Heath had recklessly allowed her to believe she was entitled to. I had
seen enough of her to know that Ms Morgan was incapable of discernment between what’s right and
wrong, and didn’t want to corner or humiliate her. These were, again, the thoughts of someone that
is now being accused of acting out of resentment. This was my final proposal.
Hi Tim,
Your letter of agreement seems in general fine to me but there are still a few things that I think need to be
clarified.
For all the reasons stated in my email last night, it is not appropriate to let another day pass without a final
decision.
As the two weeks suggested for reconsidering my resignation end, and having an event tonight, it is I think
the right time to conclude this matter.
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Please let me know your views today by 3.00 pm. We can fine-tune details before that if you want, but the
3.00 o'clock deadline for a decision is final.
Thank you.
Adriana
1. Tim apologises unconditionally for the distress caused to Adriana,
2. Adriana accepts not to be a Trustee of the Cottage or involved in its governance as a sign of good will to
make this agreement possible.
3. Adriana is appointed Special Advisor on Poetics - to advise on the presentation of the campaign with
respect to Blake's vision.
4. Adriana has the right to advise on any matter, but decisions will be taken by Tim or the Board of
Trustees, and Adriana agrees to abide by them.
5. In due course the Trustees of Blake Cottage will appoint a panel to advise on the selection of resident
artists.
6. One appropriate member of this panel will be nominated by the Executive Committee of the Blake
Society from among its number.
7. The Trustees of Blake Cottage may at their discretion appoint additional individuals to the panel.
8. As any other such individual, Adriana could be part of the advisory panel even if she does not remain in
the Committee of the Blake Society in 2015.
9. Paige Morgan will help on technical issues.
10. Adriana will be kept informed in a timely fashion of all developments on the Blake Cottage relevant to
her advisory role and to the integrity of the project. The latter includes the set up of the Board of Trustees.
11. This agreement lapses and becomes void if either Tim or Adriana cease to be members of the
Executive Committee of the Blake Society.

Mr Vinall wrote back:
Forgive for not responding immediately to messages at late hours. Thank you for your kind words, but you
have nothing to apologise for.
I’ve seen the revised terms you’ve sent to Tim. I hope he’ll be able to accept them - they look to me like
clarifications rather than revisions or additions.
It seems we might to be close to an agreement. I understand your frustration and the pain of suspense, but
I hope all this won’t prove in vain just because a deadline is passed.

My response was:
I understand completely that you could not answer when I wrote to you, it was so late. Frankly I think most
people in your place would have dropped it all a while ago so my gratefulness is every day greater.
Sorry if I did not wait for your answer to my email --I simply felt I could not face any more of this going in
circles. I sent him my clarifications around 5.30. I had not been able to sleep anything at all. I am in hell and
that seems to be what I've got for graciously reconsidering my position so I decided to send my proposal
right away and try to get some sleep (which I did).
I do hope too that Tim will accept this. In case he raises objections though, and turns to you again, please
let him know if necessary that I am simply securing that his terms are not in fact inviting the repeating of the
situation that caused the problem in the first place --me kicked out of the project (not only the campaign
now) leaving the door to Paige open.
Also, on item 2, if he'd insist on reversing it to his wording it perhaps would be necessary to make a
stronger point: that he's very lucky I have not disclosed everything that would question whether if it is
appropriate for him to be in the Board of Trustees or the governance of anything at all, so he'd be wise in
accepting all of us being generous here. But let's hope he simply accepts my changes, I have done all I can
to avoid dwelling on the darkness underlying all this.
Our efforts won't prove in vain if yesterday's deadline was passed, but today's cannot be passed. I can take
it no longer. When I say it is making me ill, it is literal. But also, if we think exclusively of the campaign and
the suspense I've kept towards my contacts, every single day that passes makes it worse and may even be
more manipulation from Tim, to let the campaign roll while I'm still out of it.
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I got the day of the lecture wrong. It's on Thursday and I can't go since I'm teaching. In any case, the two
weeks for my reconsidering my position have passed. To leave things unresolved today would add to the
forms of underhand manipulation and humiliation that Tim is so good at, and I do not deserve that from the
Blake Society, so today is really final.

Mr Heath got back to me with the following email:
Below is a further draft of the Letter of Agreement.
As a matter of exigency, the item mentioning Paige Morgan has been removed altogether because your
amendment seeks to impose an obligation on another person - and this cannot be done without first seeking
their agreement.
Of

your

other

changes,

I

have

accepted

half

of

them

in a spirit

of

compromise.

If you are not able to accept this version of the letter of agreement, then it must wait until Thursday morning
when I have time again to devote to the matter.
The Committee looks forward to seeing you on Thursday evening at the monthly lecture.
1.
Tim
apologies
unconditionally
for
the
distress
caused
to
Adriana,
2. Adriana agrees it is not appropriate for her to be a Trustee of the Cottage or to be involved in its
governance.
3. Adriana is appointed Special Advisor on Poetics - to advise on the presentation of the campaign with
respect to Blake's vision.
4. Adriana has the right to advise on any matter, but decisions will be taken by Tim or the Board of Trustees,
and Adriana agrees to abide by them.
5. In due course the Trustees of Blake Cottage will appoint a panel to advise on the selection of resident
artists.
6. One appropriate member of this panel will be nominated by the Executive Committee of the Blake Society
from among its number.
7. The Trustees of Blake Cottage may at their discretion appoint additional individuals to the panel.
8. As another such individual, Adriana could be part of the advisory panel even if she does not remain in the
Committee of the Blake Society in 2015.
9. Adriana will be kept informed in a timely fashion of all developments on the Blake Cottage relevant to her
advisory role.
10. This agreement lapses and becomes void if either Tim or Adriana cease to be members of the Executive
Committee of the Blake Society.

On 14 October, ill and scared and tired, I agreed to sign. Yet I was clearly asking for Mr Antony’s
integrity and protection, as a representative of the Blake Society Committee:
Hi Antony,
As I said on the phone, I'm so drained that I am almost ready to accept but part of me is wondering if I am
not simply being an idiot and letting Tim trample over me entirely. I don't want to let the ego dictate things
stubbornly so I am not making any more changes, but I don't want to let myself down or put myself on the
path of harm yet again, so below is the email with my answer. I'll send it to him around 6 pm, to truly have
done with the whole awful matter. Yet if you happen to have the time to read it before that and let me know,
not so much whether if you believe it will affect Tim's susceptibility, but whether if you think that I am
sufficiently protected, and the Cottage's integrity as well, I'd be grateful.
Thank you again.
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Warm regards,
Adriana
Hi Tim,
Thank you for this draft.
Just to clarify: on the item you removed, it was far from my intention to impose any obligation on anyone. I
simply edited from the mentioned item irrelevant information.
I appreciate that you have accepted several of my revisions. This has been a draining process and we both
have to compromise so I won't insist on changing what is unfair in item 2. Yet I would like to stress that I
accept its wording only out of good will and because time is pressing, and that I hope you are aware that
you are lucky I have not gone on to question how appropriate it is for you to be a Trustee or be involved in
the governance of a project like this after what's happened.
Regarding item 9, I accept your editing of my draft out of good will. More important still, that good will
means that I accept it by depositing again trust in you despite what has happened, understanding that
without trust work is not possible. Antony is witness of this through this email. Any new occurrence of
secrecy or unethical practice that returns us to the cause of the present problem and betrays that trust
would have consequences.
Having made these clarifications, I accept the Letter of Agreement as it is and look forward to working
again with two clear purposes in mind: the success of Blake Cottage's project and the benefit of the Blake
Society.
I will email you later on this evening regarding my schedule to revise the page or anything else related to
our work both for the Cottage and picking up my Secretarial role.
I had forgotten the lecture this week is on Thursday. Alas I am teaching so I can't attend, I really wanted to.
I may join around 9 or 10 past simply to say hello to the Committee, it might be helpful for everybody's
peace of mind to see we're all back working together, and I'd take the Trianon prints gift for the lecturer with
me. Do you think that would be worth while?

On 15 October Mr Heath wrote back to me. In his email, he’s making clear that him and Mr Vinall
were already wording what the minutes of a future meeting would say. In that wording they were
even excluding me from the point in our “agreement” regarding a role in an advisory panel for the
Cottage. In the end the matter, incredibly, wasn’t even mentioned in the next Committee meeting,
that would be the last of the year and therefore the last that I would attend.
However, it is important to note that Mr Heath and Mr Vinall found acceptable the practice
of wording in advance the minutes of future meetings, and that therefore it is not only Mr Heath but
Mr Vinall himself, now Secretary of the Blake Society, who has proved that he has no probity necessary
to be a Trustee in any organization.
Dear Adriana,
For this evening's Meeting of the Blake Society, I will bring along 3 copies of the Memorandum of Agreement
below for you
and
I
to
sign
and
to
be
witnessed
by
the
mediator
Antony.
In the Minutes of the next Committee Meeting of the Blake Society, Antony suggests the following wording:
The Committee welcomed the understanding reached between Adriana and Tim regarding her role in the
cottage campaign, and noted with satisfaction that Adriana agreed to continue as Secretary until the AGM. It
also noted that in due course the Trustees of Blake Cottage will appoint a panel to advise on the selection of
resident artists, and that one member of this panel will be nominated by the Committee from among its
number.
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with kind regards
Tim

1.
Tim
apologies
unconditionally for the
distress
caused
to
Adriana,
2. Adriana agrees it is not appropriate for her to be a Trustee of the Cottage or to be involved in its
governance.
3. Adriana is appointed Special Advisor on Poetics - to advise on the presentation of the campaign with
respect to Blake's vision.
4. Adriana has the right to advise on any matter, but decisions will be taken by Tim or the Board of Trustees,
and Adriana agrees to abide by them.
5. In due course the Trustees of Blake Cottage will appoint a panel to advise on the selection of resident
artists.
6. One appropriate member of this panel will be nominated by the Executive Committee of the Blake Society
from among its number.
7. The Trustees of Blake Cottage may at their discretion appoint additional individuals to the panel.
8. As another such individual, Adriana could be part of the advisory panel even if she does not remain in the
Committee of the Blake Society in 2015.
9. Adriana will be kept informed in a timely fashion of all developments on the Blake Cottage relevant to her
advisory role.
10. This agreement lapses and becomes void if either Tim or Adriana cease to be members of the Executive
Committee of the Blake Society.
Agreement
made
on
14
October
Signed by Adriana Diaz-Enciso and Tim Heath and witnessed by Antony Vinall

2014

I responded:
That's fine, I'll join you after teaching.
Can you please respond to my email of yesterday regarding practical points to pick up work both for the
campaign and as Secretary?

And then, seeing that they were already preparing the path for more lack of integrity through
“cooking” minutes in advance, I made a last try to defend myself:
Dear Tim and Antony,
I suggest an addition to the wording of our next meeting's minutes:
The Committee welcomed the understanding reached between Adriana and Tim regarding her role
in the cottage campaign, and noted with satisfaction that Adriana agreed to continue as Secretary
until the AGM, in the understanding that their agreement is a sound basis for the restoring of mutual
trust. It also noted that in due course the Trustees of Blake Cottage will appoint a panel to advise
on the selection of resident artists, and that one member of this panel will be nominated
by the Committee from among its number.

The Chair responded:
Amending Minutes suggests you are still fighting; better to accept graciously the wording of the Mediator;
and move on.
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Mr Vinall made no comment. I wrote back:
No, I am not fighting, I am sorry if it sounds like that.
My suggestion was because I believe mention of the restoring of trust is important, as trust had been
injured and the Committee could sense that - I think that may have troubled them.
If Antony doesn't think it necessary I respect his final word as mediator.
I am certainly all for moving on.

As stated before, I sensed that I had fallen into a trap. I had been bullied in an organization to the
point of breakdown, and Mr Heath and Mr Vinall took advantage of that fragility to organize a process
of “negotiation” that was not only abusive, but absurd. I declare that I believe, with hindsight, that I
was the subject of coercion at the hands of both of them.
All this while, Ms Morgan kept quiet. All this while, no one in the Committee asked her
whether if she had anything to say at all about what had happened.
On 15 October I held some correspondence with Mr Tweedy that makes clearer what I was
going through, my fear that the whole negotiation process had been a trap, and that Mr Tweedy was
fully aware of it. I wrote:
Just to let you know that after two gruelling weeks of negotiations with Tim mediated by Antony, we have
reached an agreement and I am supposed to stay as Secretary until January, and keep a role in the
campaign.
To say the truth, if leaving had not implied something I was dreading --to write to my contacts in the
campaign, then having to answer questions, and also having to defend myself before some in the
Committee who might think it was me who was causing harm to the Society--, I would have left, since the
abuse has been so serious.
However, caught between a rock and a hard place, I chose again good will, but I fear I may have simply left
myself further into a trap. I am supposed to sign the agreement with Tim tomorrow after the lecture (I will
reach you then, I won't hear the lecture for I am teaching), but I do not know anymore if it's the best thing
for me to do as even on day 1 of supposedly working together again Tim is not acknowledging work
questions, and the negotiation itself ended up not reflecting the real problem very much.
Tim is still behaving very much like he'd been doing before --irrational, missing deadlines, unfair-- and had I
not been so exhausted to face the alternatives, and worried about letting the BS down, I'd probably run for
my life. Now I am utterly sad, distressed, and after these two weeks I feel in shock, as if I had had an
accident.
The ethical question is huge: how to look after myself and be fair to myself without being unfair to others or
causing harm to an organisation that everybody has joined out of good will and love for Blake, etc. Also,
how to defend myself from the viciousness of someone with whom I've shared much love yet cannot even
recognise now, [. . .] Have I let myself into the wolf's den? Am I an idiot in believing that good will, attempts
at understanding and forgiveness, showing that one is unarmed, can bring healing in all circumstances?
Are my Buddhist ideals misunderstood and simply making me naive and exposing me to harm?
I share this with you because we have started a conversation and a friendship that I value a lot, and I do
feel very isolated in the Blake Society. I fear the negotiation may have tainted things more than healing and
my strength seems to be seeping into a black hole of sheer misery and grief.
Will you be at the lecture tomorrow? I hope I will see you there. I think I need that someone knows what I
am going through, it is very hard to bear...

This was Mr Tweedy’s response:
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Lovely to hear from you, though I'm so sorry to hear that you are feeling so dejected. I was wondering what
was happening with negotiations - from the relatively little I know him, Anthony seems to me to be someone
who is both fair and sympathetic, so I hope some progress was made and some things at least clarified and
mediated. I would personally be so delighted if you felt you could stay in the Society, if you feel you can. I
think everyone in the committee feels that way too. If you can remain as Secretary - until at least say
January - maybe that would also help and make things easier for you to have a permanent position in
Blake's cottage (e.g. curator), should the small miracle happen that we can buy it! I think that's a longerterm vision that is worth fighting for, though I know any decision will be mixed and painful.
[. . .] I hope that perhaps Anthony can help advise about handling the work questions relating to the cottage
and Tim in the meantime, as he is mediating. Can you simply forward any questions or enquiries, for
example? It would be lovely to put this whole distressing situation behind and focus on positive things and
future perspectives, if it's possible. [. . .] But if there's anything I can do to help please let me know.

This was my response:
Today after I wrote to you I was reading an episode of one of the Buddha's supposed past lives --he was a
sage teaching about patience to a king's women, all of whom leave their lord and master alone in order to
listen to the sage. When the king wakes up he's so enraged to find himself alone that he starts to cut off the
sage's limbs one by one. After each dismemberment he asks him, 'Do you still preach patience?', and the
sage says 'Yes'... oh well, there's a lesson there! What they call Kshanti Paramita, one of the "six
perfections", and one into which I have reached high degrees of refinement indeed in the years I've known
Tim, among other people, and also in all these years of hardship and illness and God (sorry, I meant the
Buddha!) only knows what more.
I've just sent Tim an email reminding him about those work issues and that if we're going to work together
again we need to be able to communicate. I was tempted to copy to Antony but, on the one hand, it is clear
that Antony, who has been truly wonderful, almost saintly, is nevertheless quite fed up with the whole
matter and the mediation is supposed to have ended now, so I did not want to try his Kshanti Paramita
much harder. On the other hand, I felt it is a sign of good will to write to Tim alone, so that he doesn't feel I
am still exposing him... I have to admit that I have done much of that already in the past weeks, what with
the Committee, Antony, Lucy Winkett, and it must not be easy to swallow.
But yes, if he doesn't answer I'll have to copy to Antony, how boring, like primary school.
Of course, though, "this too shall pass". The other day I went to see late Turner's exhibition at the Tate, and
I was watching a wonderful picture of a storm and suddenly thought: that storm has passed already. A
friend I was with joked, that such was my life right now so I have a postcard now in front of my desk, of the
engulfing storm that nevertheless, is no more.
Whatever future place I can secure for myself in the Cottage if we succeed in buying it depends a lot on
how honest Tim is regarding the agreement, its wording went through many editings and it is in my view a
very English agreement --it says things without actually mentioning them so a lot depends on everybody's
honesty to truly honour it. That is why I feel insecure about it.
It would really be wonderful, great learning for a Blake Society to go through this bloody storm and come
out human, caring, grown! Blake would be so appalled at our behaviour I think he would vomit and would
burn his Cottage in one of those rages he was famous for. [. . .] I will meditate before sleep, to be protected
tomorrow, safe in that inner strength we must not forget is always there. I feel already better than when I
wrote to you. [. . .] We have to learn, we have to learn from everything we go through in this very
complicated life, that's all I think about in the midst of this horror: I have to bloody learn something,
otherwise what is the point?


On 16 October I arrived at the venue where we were holding our October event after my teaching.
The event had nearly finished, but I felt that it was important to make an appearance so as to put the
rest of the Committee at ease, that they knew I was back to work. I brought along our gift for the
lecturer.
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We signed the silly “agreement” document. Mr Heath was curt. I reminded him that my visit
to the Cottage hadn’t been arranged yet and he said that it would be when a journalist wanted to see
it, so that at least I could be useful or something along those lines.
Mr Vinall was wearing again his honourable man’s persona: he was all kindness, expressed his
gratefulness and admiration for me. On our way out I told him that I wished I could trust Mr Heath
and Mrs Morgan but I wasn’t sure. Mr Vinall told me, unequivocally, that I’d done great in my efforts
to restore trust and that, if they didn’t honour that trust, we now had a precedent and they would be
called to task.
As we will soon see, the precedent was certainly there, but they would betray the trust and
the Committee would never call them to task. The Committee that kept on talking about the
importance of the “precedent” simply started colluding with the corruption.

On the very same day, without telling anyone, Ms Morgan published in our webpage, to inaugurate
the blog for the Cottage appeal, a grotesque document, titled “What I’ve Learnt so Far: and Why We’re
Working to Buy Blake’s Cottage”. I found out only a few days later. It was proof that the whole
negotiation project had been a charade, that neither she nor Mr Heath had any intention to behave
with any integrity, and that they were cunning in extreme.
Ms Morgan published this insult to truth when the Blake Society and Cottage campaign were
on the verge of being dissolved because of the problems caused by her involvement in it, and in the
webpage of the Charity to whose Committee she hadn’t deign to say a single word of explanation of
what had happened. She published it while the campaign was still stranded, and after the Chairman
had said that she was not part of it anymore because she didn’t have time for it.
We had taken up till then painstaking efforts to create the contents of our campaign in a way
that reflected the high ideals for a generous project inspired by the work of William Blake, only for Ms
Morgan to overthrow it all with a crude attempt at calling attention to herself, trying to become a
protagonist. She started by talking about her academic career (who of those interested in the Cottage
appeal could possibly care?), and about how she had joined the Blake Society because she thought it
was “an academic organization, one where I might be able to give talks, and connect with other
academics who were working on Blake, and who might help me develop my career as a
professional academic.”
Then she went on about what she had supposedly learnt during her years as a Trustee – a long tirade that
had nothing to do with the Cottage –, and continued talking about the work of the Society: all the events
and activity that the Committee in London worked on and to which she contributed nothing, not even the
ghost of an idea for any event at all. She waxed lyrical about how difficult that work was, all the thinking
and planning, of which she hardly ever took part, laced with comments such as “Already, we are thinking
about the best ways to use the Felpham Cottage.”
“We”! This from a woman who hadn’t the slightest clue about our project when the Chair had
forced her in and had not even bothered to read the material we had produced. What followed was more
grotesque. To start with, she gave inaccurate information about the Cottage appeal and our goals. She said
that we wanted to create a “locus of activity and energy” because we thought that, for instance, the Blake
room at the Tate Gallery or the Paolozzi statue inspired by Blake’s Newton were “static monuments”, “not
designed to intervene in people’s lives”, and we believed that “there was something missing”.
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We had started the appeal trying to acquire Blake’s Cottage and turn it into a space devoted to
creation for artists and writers, and this woman came stomping out of the blue to say that we believed that
works of art – including William Blake’s art – were “static monuments not designed to intervene in people’s
lives”. It would be difficult to imagine how anyone could tarnish the project with more stupidity, but the
stupidity wasn’t the worst insult.
The worst insult was the dishonesty, the travesty of truth, the sheer obscenity of the lies and
cunning weaved through that document. She said, for instance: “They are still treasures, but we — I
and my Blake Society collaborators — believe that there is something missing”.
The emphasis in bold is mine. The obscenity is all the work of Ms Morgan’s. Not only was she
making herself pass as part of a team to which she never belonged, to which in fact she refused to belong
as she dropped the work she was supposed to do and simply disappeared, but she was making herself pass
as the leader of the appeal. What followed was a revolting tirade about the need for cooperation, the will
to create “a better country”, she extoling herself by saying “I choose not to simply put my head down.
I choose to open my eyes, and see what must be done, what can be done. I feel a little cowed
when I allow myself to think like this, to see the world with my imagination turned on. I am so small,
and so often, powerless. However: it is when I allow myself to think in this way that I also begin to
fully understand the final stanza of Blake’s “Jerusalem””.
After all that had happened. After all the work we had put into the Cottage appeal: the Chair, Mr
Eliot at the beginning, the Big Blake Project, myself, and all the work she never did; her absolute lack of
interest in the project until the moment the Chair forced her in and her abysmal lack of understanding of
it. After the Committee had asked me to give the Chair, and by extension the Blake Society, a chance to put
things right. After she had kept silent while the whole conflict unfolded. After the nightmare I had been
going through all those months, my health in tatters. After the unspeakable agony of the weeks of
“negotiation”. All the while she had been planning this, no doubt with the collusion of the Chair.
I repeat: this document, this show of both infamy and unfathomable smallness of spirit, was
published in our webpage on the very day that Mr Heath and I signed the agreement for me to continue
working in the Cottage appeal and as Secretary of the Blake Society, to save the reputation of both.
One of my conditions to return to work, that the Just Giving info email address was linked back to
me and cut off Ms Morgan’s, since she lacked both the authority and the probity to communicate with the
public about the Cottage, was always ignored, and never honoured. For all I know, she may still be using
that email address even now.


The slyness of Ms Morgan’s article, published surreptitiously, would soon be mirrored by Mr Heath:
On 30 October, he set up in secret, actively hiding from his co-campaigners (me and the Big Blake
Project) and the Blake Society Committee, the Blake Cottage Trust. In the Documents section, you
will find their Articles of Association (https://blakecottage.files.wordpress.com/2016/06/the32
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blake-cottage-trust-articles-of-association-amended.pdf). He did this entirely on his own, with his
powerful lawyers standing in for him. There was no other Trustee. He wrote up the governing
document by himself. No one knew this for nearly a year. I found out until the Cottage was
purchased on September 2015 and alerted the Committee. Mr Vinall himself was dismayed to find
out, and so was the Big Blake Project. It becomes clear now that Mr Heath had been refusing to
reach any agreement with me for as much as he could so that he had time to set up the Trust behind
our backs: that’s why he kept us waiting. He got away with a move so dishonest it amounts, in my
view, to fraud. And Mr Vinall’s misguided tolerance allowed him to do exactly that. All the while I, on
whose shoulders the cowardly Committee had placed the reputation of the Blake Society, had been
crumbling under the pressure.

THE NEXT CHAPTER will talk about what happened as I returned to work, and about what the appeal’s
Indiegogo page turned out to be. For the time being, I think these specimens of crass dishonesty are
enough for the reader.
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